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The purpose of this document, which is a preliminary proposal to add a new provisional Uni-
han database property, kIDS, is threefold:
1. Outline the standardization timeline
2. Identify any barriers early on in the process through constructive and meaningful feedback 

from both the UTC and IRG
3. Solicit help in collecting ideograph components for use in IDSes

IDS is an abbreviation for Ideographic Description Sequences, which is documented in Section 
18.2, Ideographic Description Characters, of the Core Specification.
The standardization timeline has two targets: Unicode Version 15.0 (2022) and Unicode Ver-
sion 16.0 (2023).

Unicode Version 15.0 (2022)
The targets for Unicode Version 15.0 are to:
1. Encode four or five new Ideographic Description Characters (IDCs)
2. Encode a modest number of ideograph components as new CJK Unified Ideographs for use 

in IDSes

This then sets the stage for adding the provisional kIDS property in the subsequent version of 
the Unicode Standard.

New Ideographic Description Characters

Four new IDCs were most recently proposed in L2/18-012 (aka IRG N2273) as shown in the 
table below:

IDC Type Character Name

 Binary IDEOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION CHARACTER SURROUND FROM RIGHT

 Binary IDEOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION CHARACTER SURROUND FROM LOWER RIGHT

 Unary IDEOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION CHARACTER HORIZONTAL REFLECTION

 Unary IDEOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION CHARACTER ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY DEGREE ROTATION

The Ideographic Description Characters block, which is the most appropriate block for encod-
ing these four new IDCs, has exactly four available code points: U+2FFC through U+2FFF. The 
proposal will recommend encoding these new IDCs using these particular code points.

https://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode13.0.0/ch18.pdf#page=25
https://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode13.0.0/ch18.pdf#page=25
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2018/18012-irgn2273-four-new-idcs.pdf
https://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg50/IRGN2273Proposed4NewIDCRevised.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2FF0.pdf
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There is a fifth new IDC that is being considered whose recommended name is IDEOGRAPHIC 
DESCRIPTION CHARACTER STROKE SUBTRACTION. This new IDC is binary, and is followed by 
two components: 
1. An ideograph component
2. A CJK stroke from the CJK Strokes block that is omitted from the ideograph component, or 

multiple CJK strokes if an IDC is used
Below are examples that use U+2296 ⊖ CIRCLED MINUS as a placeholder for the actual IDC:

• The IDSes for U+2002A 𠀪 and U+2002B 𠀫 are difficult to represent with existing ideograph 
components, but could be represented as ⊖其㇒ and ⊖其㇔, respectively.

• The IDS for U+2CEBB 𬺻 is also difficult to represent with existing ideograph components, 
but could be represented as ⊖豕⿱㇒㇏.

A counter-example for the first example above would be to instead encode the common ideo-
graph component of U+5176 其, U+2002A 𠀪, and U+2002B 𠀫 as a new ideograph component, 
but that handles only this particular case.

New Ideograph Components

A non-trivial number of CJK Unified Ideographs include components that cannot easily be 
represented in IDSes, and a modest number of additional ideograph components—encoded 
as new CJK Unified Ideographs—would serve to improve the IDSes of such ideographs.
As a mere sample, the table below illustrates the numbered ideograph components based on 
the 2021-05-26 version of IDS.TXT, and provides examples of ideographs whose IDSes include 
them (ideographs for which there is not an available font are shown as a placeholder glyph 
followed by their IDSes shown in green and enclosed in red brackets):

Syntax Component Examples

{01}  廌焉舃𠢰𠦮𡋬𢚎𢡓𣄊𣻍𤉐𤉡𤉱𥣟𦺂𧞌𧞦𨓃𭔥

{02}  免晩象𠠤𠠥𠢰𣬔𤉢𦂯𩺒𪶳𫙭𬊟𬪹𭯍

{03} 
夐奐嫓敻𠢒𡕫𢍅𢡓𢲍𢳷𢿌𣗸𣗽𤊱𤎈𥡾𦿙𧓾𧰼𧴀𩌟𪄢
𫂝𬌾𬏻

{04}  䝉𫎇

{05}  叚𡂶𢻀𢼖𥐃𪠪𫖄𫨻𬆣𬿬

{06}  段𠃈𠭊𣍔𦂰𦵍𨕉𫙨

https://unicode.org/charts/PDF/U31C0.pdf
https://babelstone.co.uk/CJK/IDS.TXT
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{07}  專惠䦄𡭏𡸸𢡴𢮛𤴝𦝏𩃘𫦂𫩄𫸜𬘄𬨽𬹢𰐰𰺿

{08} 
扥䣨䤜𡆰𡉒𢇖𢇠𢈄𣲃𤆚𤘛𤜨𥤭𥫬𥾑𦍓𧥫𧰭𨊯𨑞𨙲𩃌
𩚊𪎴𪐠

{09} 
𩵜𪝪𪝱𪞀𪟳𪠉𪡉𪡍𪣱𪤲𪤸𪥯𪥾𪩬𪫓𪫶𪬫𪮯𪯊𪰇𪰰𪱕
𪲣𪶏𪸄𪾆𪿸𫁞𫆡𫉼𫋶𫎑𫎚𫕸𫡐𫡔𫢖𫧣𫧦𫴬𫶜𬂆𬂨𬆒
𬋆𬋫𬋱𬌣𬎻𬎽𬐸𬑅𬓗𬕳𬕺𬖩𬞮𬢞𬦡𬨻𬪄𬪽𬬃

{10} 
嬴巩羸臝蠃贏驘鸁䇔𡑤𡳴𣜄𤰑𥢵𦆁𦝠𦣄𦣉𦣔𦣖𧝹𨏩
𨭞𩼊𫎣𫢃𫢄𬢙

{11} 
兆函塁摂楽氺渋率疂脊軣雨鰥㞑䏮𠦂𡑥𢋐𢴜𣦳𦾽𧇪
𧔶𧤩𩌐𫝓𫞜𫤬𬲈𭃲𭦃𭴑𮓼𮜛𮤔

{12}  龍㡣𠳧𧱠𫨢

{13}  虍𧇩𮓗𮓝𮓢

{14}  侯候叏夬䒭𠇛𠇡𠉀𠯵𡕡𡧐𣕑𥎲𨒝

{15}  旅玈祣㢳㭚䮉𠂢𠇊𡜅𢬜𤵑𥩷𩅧𩨶𪑄𭚓𮞅

{16}  巤鬛鼠𡗇𤢪𤢱𦼤𩮻𭳘𮃞𮣨𮫈

{17}  剆勆朗欴郎郒㓪𠘄𣂞𣟜𤭒𦫍𦫏𪁜𬸏𭅺𮎘

{18}  匓即廄既郷鵖𡬠𣢣𧎟𪞋𪬒𫂉

{19}  更茰㤤㻀䛕𢈔𥒏𥬽𨾳𩢶

{20} 
埓將搖望炙然瑤謠遙㓘䍃䏑䚻𠙝𠭟𠾈𠿌𡁷𡋞𡐩𢄉𢌳
𢍪𢚿𣁻𣤣𣵒𤉷𤑂𤖅𤖕𤟌𤪅𤬖𥲠𦅚𦅹𦋒𦎆𦣐𧉏𧦇𧯭𨡓
𨥘𨾞𬪶𬮈𭝹𭱗𰗕

{21}  祭詧豋𢸽𣟣𤑪𦾍𫊀𫫱𮈏𮒿
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{22}  与写𠬣𠰇𠰡𢑔𥏁

{23}  與㼂𠭭𢢎𦡌𦡭𦥸𦦲𫝯𮉺𮫘

{24}  𩡬𫵎𮙥𰀠𰛅

{25} 
丧喪展畏辰長䘮𠂽𠅕𡊮𣌪𣺓𤲐𦁟𦊷𦤌𧆝𧘾𧛅𨱗𪽉𬡄
𭈬𭎳𭾪𮐀𮝾

{26} 
韲齊䐡𠆈𠆗𠆜𠎗𡅁𤁜𦠃𦠕𦦏𦺅𧅠𧅱𧷔𨢞𨼻𩐐𩐓𩝦𩹵
𪔉𪗎𪗐𪙔𪚎𬹲𬽒𮋡𮔰

{27}  丝𣷒𤣥𧘛

{28}  幾畿𢨂𤪫𧎶𧗇𩴆𭼧武貮𢎁

{29}  幾畿𢨂𤪫𧎶𧗇𩴆𭼧

{30}  𢑡𢑥𢑭𫹆

{31}  卥囪㢴𠖦𠩌𡍯𡫻𣱒

{32}  𡶳𢁤𥒛𦍖𧨥𪗄𬽒𮮻𮮼

{33}  雋𠈧𠮁𡊐𡶓𧰶𧱊𭹅𰨹[⿱稚{33}]

{35}  𠖵𩙌𫖼𫖽𫖾𫖿𫗀𫗁𫗂𫗃𫗄𬱶𬱹𬱻𬲁𬲂𬲃𬲄𬲇𬲈𬵘

{36}  憂戞㥑𠢊𠢘𠢨𠮕𢕶𣁨𣦞𤛽𤫘𪦗𭋨𰳀

{39}  兜卬𠑼𠒂𡊂𣹃𤱚𨙪𨩁𬼗𭂪

{40}  亞𢍐𤡼𩗠𩤷
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{41} 

偼刍妇媫寻尋帚归当彗急扫曜榋灵雪㝷㨗䆋𠁣𠊕𠊸
𠝧𠨔𠬶𠭊𠸝𠽽𡏷𡝘𡩝𡫧𡬶𡭩𡰩𢄥𢑏𢑑𢑒𢑖𢑟𢑤𢑯𢑱
𢑲𢑴𢑼𢑿𢚌𢚩𢦳𢭈𢮮𢵂𢻍𢼿𢽤𣆸𣇗𣇶𣊄𣐔𣚉𣪏𣵌𣼙
𤔌𤱚𥛀𥞾𥭼𥯐𦐮𦐯𦐱𦔘𦜺𦞋𦲗𦲙𧄢𨓶𨟌𨩼𨴌𨶟𩆥𩺎
𩿮𪓥𪠬𪫆𫊞𫝉𫹄𬯍𬰙𬳨𬻵𬼌𬾙𭁐𭆄𭓗𭘒𭛍𭛎𭛐𭛒𭜣
𭜳𭮚𮊸𮋀𮘸𮡄𮯆𰨹[⿱{41}拉]𰨹[⿳丷{41}心]𰨹[⿳
木{41}⿹勹⿰䶹又]

{42} 
夛录彚彛彞禄縁㞪𠆟𠈳𠱲𡩚𡰩𢎝𢑏𢑔𢑕𢑖𢑘𢑙𢑜𢑢
𢑨𢑪𢑳𢑸𢒓𣊸𣪣𦄳𦇚𦮑𨓶𨔡𰨹[⿱{42}粉]𰨹[⿰月
⿱{42}⿰𢁟又]𰨹[⿱龹⿱{42}𧰨]

{43} 

争亊事偼兼妻媫尋尹帚庚彗彛急灵爭疌秉粛肀隶雪
㚑㨗𠃠𠄙𠊸𠔥𠙛𠦙𠬶𠷲𠸝𡏷𡫔𡭩𡷳𢍟𢑐𢚌𢬞𢵂𢻍𢼿
𣊄𣏃𣔃𣕠𣕡𣕹𣷑𣿯𤔌𤴗𤴘𤵨𤷞𥈤𥛀𥣨𥱂𦔘𦜺𦡿𦲅𦵉
𦹙𧄢𧏭𧪌𨓻𨩼𩿮𪜃𪮄𪺍𫃱𫍆𬓈𬾹𭙧𭣫𭷫𮗛𮘹𮙱𰨹[⿱
甡{43}]𰨹[⿻{43}者]𰨹[⿺辶⿻⿱{43}二氺]

{47}  島梟裊鳥鳬𠒎𠝷𣁓𤀴𨖂𪀋𪂧𪆔𫠓𭄩𮞽

{49}  帅师帰归班疈辨𠩄𡉢𡖍𧩵𰨹[⿰{49}无]𰕲

{50} 
兜叚囙尸巨彐戶㠯𠃬𠑻𠑼𠒂𠙧𠬫𡕽𡰺𡰻𢂟𢑰𢦐𢦘𢿮
𣁬𣆸𣆼𣤻𣴫𣷤𤈓𤕱𤖰𤳿𤴋𤴎𤹱𥿲𦛑𦮊𦴱𧃭𨒝𨛄𨡇𨢫
𨩁𩿮𫙨𮡭

{51}  馬𠙖𡭳𩡧𫠉𮕹𮩴𮩵𮩸

{52}  马

{53}  凫岛枭袅鸟𡷊

{54}  烏𠂶

{55}  廌慶鹿𡐝𡦭𢉖𢉺𢉻𢊁𢊇𢋪𢋵𢋺𣼟𥋦𥖂𨭤𮭱
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{56} 
橆無舞𣞣𭴿𰨹[⿱{56}⿲木夕木]𰨹[⿱{56}⿲木古
木]

{57}  在存𪙯

{58}  斵留貿贸𠝈𣃃𥁚𦰑𧢗𨞌

{59}  舄𠍶𡦗𢊁𣚐𣽉𤉡𤉢𤊱𥼥𦅎𧝄𧞳𭮦𭴷𭿖

{60}  䆋𡤞𥤛𪚧𪚫𪚺𪚾𪚿𪛃

{61}  臧𫻶𮍐

{62}  崋華𤳣𬀽𭏬

{63}  𦩚𦩛𦩳𦪂𦪃𦪐𦪦𦪨𦪻𦪼

{67}  囬髙𠅘𠅙𠅢𢡍𢡤𣫛𣽐𥵭𧓚𧖁𧩽𨭀𨻛𨼛𩰽𫢁𬙸𬴘

{68}  黑黙𠪨𡮝𤐈𤑕𤒭𥊷𦆑𨷅𨷭𬘉𭟚

{69}  𢨀𢨞𤎷𥏛𦁋𧨺𧬣𬂄

{70}  虛虡𡁖𣦄𥳁𩑄𩣌𫤵𫤶𫷛𬁧𬐧𬥟𬲖𬲟

The numbered ideograph components in the above table significantly overlap the CJK Sup-
plementary Components for IDS Use as listed in IRG N2225, which uses syntax similar to that 
of HTML character entities. For example, {51} () as shown in the table above is the same 
ideograph component as &H6-03;.
All existing ideograph components from a variety of sources will be collected, studied, and 
cataloged, which will serve as the basis for the formal proposal. A non-trivial number of ideo-
graph components are already encoded as CJK Unified Ideographs, meaning that there is a 
precedent to continue to treat ideograph components as CJK Unified Ideographs.
Given the aggressive timeline, we hereby solicit help from experts in collecting, studying, and 
cataloging existing ideograph components. In addition, a new CJK Unified Ideographs exten-

https://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg48/IRGN2225.pdf
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sion block that includes sufficient unused code points for encoding future ideograph compo-
nents should be considered. One suggestion is to use U+2FA20 through U+2FAFF for this new 
block, which provides 224 code points.

Unicode Version 16.0 (2023)
With the four—or five—new IDCs and ideograph components encoded in Unicode Version 
15.0, the target for Unicode Version 16.0 is to add the provisional kIDS property to the Unihan 
database, based on IDS.TXT. This IDS database, which is developed and maintained by Andrew 
West, has no copyright and is not encumbered by a license.
Delaying the addition of this new provisional property until Unicode Version 16.0 gives suffi-
cient time for this IDS database to incorporate the new IDCs and new ideograph components, 
and also to make continued refinements to other IDSes. This should result in more robust 
property data.

That is all.

https://babelstone.co.uk/CJK/IDS.TXT

